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New Expert IFR Capability or Streamlined VFR Simplicity. Your Choice. 
Still Only $1500.

Whether you’re seeking the hundred dollar hamburger, or are a full-fledged IFR pro, SkyView’s integrated autopilot has you covered. 

SkyView’s latest autopilot upgrades deliver extraordinary new IFR capabilities, including fully-coupled approaches, coupled VNAV, IAS 
Hold, Mode Sequencing, and Flight Director guidance. Of course, existing modes such as heading hold, GPS ground track hold, and 
control wheel steering remain.

Just want to cruise in comfort without the learning curve? Try the new alternative set of simplified autopilot controls built into SkyView.  
This innovation streamlines the controls to the modes you use the most: HSI+ALT for following navigation sources such as GPS flight 
plans, and TRK+ALT for flying in the directions you choose.  Each of these modes activates with a single button press.

And for additional safety, pushing the new LEVEL button will immediately return the aircraft to straight and level flight.   

Add 1 or 2 servos
($750 each*)

* Low-cost mounting kits and wiring kits priced separately
** Simplified/Expert control selection is accomplished via a setup menu option. Try them both!
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For the price of a typical standalone autopilot, Dynon offers a COMPLETE set of primary flight instruments and autopilot. 
Turn any Dynon EFIS-D10A, EFIS-D100, or FlightDEK-D180 into a full-featured dual-axis autopilot for the incremental 
cost of servos, at prices that are comparable to other autopilot-only solutions. 

Every Dynon autopilot can fly magnetic heading, GPS ground track, and horizontal NAV from any connected 
GPS or radio. In addition to being able to hold altitude, the autopilot can fly to a new altitude and level off once it 
arrives. Additional standard features include emergency 180-degree turn capability and control wheel steering. 
And because Dynon’s autopilot is based on its best-selling EFIS systems**, it can respect bank angle, airspeed, and 
G limitations too.

The optional AP74 Dedicated Autopilot Interface Module adds separate autopilot controls and status for a superior pilot 
interface. It also adds the abilities to pre-arm which modes will be flown upon autopilot engagement and pre-select the 
target altitude, heading/track.

If you are seeking a redundant solution, consider this: our products are priced so well that two EFISs**, one of which 
is a two-axis autopilot, start at just $5900 with servos. That’s two attitude indicators, two airspeed indicators, two 
altimeters, and... well you get the picture. Compare that to the cost of outfitting your aircraft with just a single set of 
flight instruments and an autopilot from anyone else.

Start with any Dynon Avionics
EFIS-D10A, EFIS-D100 
or a FlightDEK-D180

Add 1 or 2 servos
($750 each*)

Add an optional AP74
($450)

* low-cost installation kits priced separately.
** EFIS-D6 and EFIS-D60 do not have autopilot functions. Dynon Autopilot Features
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